
 

  

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
ATTO Technology certifies entire suite of HBAs and connectivity products 

with new One Stop Systems’ Magma ExpressBox 
 

Amherst, NY (July 26, 2017) – ATTO Technology, Inc., a global leader of storage, 
network connectivity and infrastructure solutions for data-intensive computing 
environments, is proud to announce a series of certifications with the new Magma 
ExpressBox 3T-V3. 
 
The latest line of certifications means that Thunderbolt users can access any kind of 
storage, whether it be Fibre Channel, Ethernet, or SAS/SATA based, by inserting an 
ATTO PCIe card into the EB3T-V3. For pro users on-the-go, this means access to 
critical data from any Thunderbolt enabled device, even in the field.  
 
Earlier this year, One Stop Systems, Inc. (OSS), a leader in Thunderbolt™ based 
expansion technology, introduced the ExpressBox 3T-V3, an expansion chassis with 
three full length PCIe slots. The EB3T-V3 is fully Thunderbolt certified, features easy 
plug and play installation and can support any combination of x1, x4, x8 and x16 PCIe 
cards. The chassis features a hot-swappable cooling fan and users can control fan 
speed and noise.  
 
OSS has certified their new EB3T-V3 with the following ATTO PCIe products: 
  
1. Celerity™ Gen 6 32Gb and 16Gb Fibre Channel host bus adapters (HBAs)   
2. ExpressSAS® 6Gb SAS/SATA HBAs and RAID adapters 
3. FastFrame™ 40Gb and 10Gb Ethernet network interface cards (NICs)  
 
In addition, OSS has also certified the ATTO ThunderLink® Thunderbolt 3 devices as 
part of a complete Thunderbolt workflow. The complete ATTO ExpressSAS line, 
including 12Gb SAS/SATA HBAs, will also be fully interoperable following the 
forthcoming release of new ATTO Mac drivers.  
 
 
The EB3T-V3 can support up to 3 full-height, full length PCIe cards. Thanks to this 
recent certification, any ATTO PCIe device can be added to complete a full connectivity 
solution for a Thunderbolt end-user.  “Magma ExpressBox 3T-V3 provides a seamless 
solution for using PCIe cards with Thunderbolt 3 enabled computers,” said Steve 
Cooper, CEO of OSS. “Many companies have a significant investment in PCIe cards 
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but as the size of computers gets smaller, available expansion slots have been reduced 
or completely eliminated. The Magma ExpressBox 3T-V3 system provides a migration 
path to Thunderbolt 3 enabled computers while protecting your investment in PCIe 
hardware.” 
 
ATTO CEO Tim Klein also weighed in, saying, “We are elated to be working with 
partners like One Stop Systems.  Magma's high performing expansion chassis meets 
the speed and performance of ATTO products.  These products together, offer an outlet 
to meet and even exceed the connectivity standards necessary for data intensive 
environments.” 
 
ATTO participated in the first Thunderbolt developers’ conference held in Cupertino and 
has continued to introduce purpose-built devices for Thunderbolt, including Thunderbolt 
3 to 40Gb Ethernet and 32Gb Fibre Channel. In addition, ATTO is the only company 
with Thunderbolt-aware device drivers for ATTO HBAs, NICs and RAID adapters. With 
nearly 30 years of experience powering high-performance workflows, ATTO network 
and storage connectivity products address all aspects of media production and support 
each step in the process from content creation to delivery.  
 
 
 
  
 

  
  
 
To browse the entire ATTO Technology family of connectivity solutions, visit: www.atto.com.  
 
To purchase ATTO products through leading Value Added Resellers, System Integrators 
and the ATTO Web Store. Visit: www.atto.com/howtobuy/  
 
 
Follow ATTO on Twitter  
Follow ATTO on LinkedIn 
Like ATTO on Facebook  
  

ABOUT ATTO  

For nearly 30 years, ATTO Technology, Inc., has been a global leader across the IT and media and 
entertainment markets, specializing in storage and network connectivity and infrastructure solutions for 
the most data-intensive computing environments. ATTO works collaboratively with partners to deliver a 
wide range of end-to-end, customized solutions to better store, manage and deliver big data. With a focus 
toward markets that require higher performance and with a dedication to working as an extension of 
customer’s design teams, ATTO manufacturers host and RAID adapters, network adapters, storage 
controllers, Thunderbolt™ enabled devices, switches and software. ATTO solutions provide a high level 
of connectivity to all storage interfaces, including Fibre Channel, SAS, SATA, iSCSI, 40/10GbE, NVMe 
and Thunderbolt.  Distributing its cutting-edge products worldwide through Original Equipment 
Manufacturers (OEMs), systems integrators, value added resellers (VARs) and authorized resellers, 
ATTO is the Power Behind the Storage.  
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About Magma, a Brand of One Stop Systems 

Magma is a brand of One Stop Systems and includes various Thunderbolt™ Expansion products. Our 
Thunderbolt products are platform independent, and are used in a variety of industries including audio 
and video production, test and measurement, medical imaging, surveillance, aerospace and defense, 
telecommunications, data acquisition, and high performance computing. We have a reputation as 
innovators using the very latest technology and design equipment to operate with the highest efficiency. 
For more information, visit www.onestopsystems.com. 
 
All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their 
respective companies. 

 


